
LED colour options

High output downlights

H5 500 | H5 1000

2700K 3000K 4000K 6500K

Choosing the correct colour temperature for your scheme can really help to create the right environment. Available in 2700K, 3000K, 4000K and 6500K,  
we are committed to ensuring that we have colour consistency across our range, whether that’s downlights, ground lights or LED strip lighting. 

The H5 range has been refreshed with radical improvements in performance, 
features and benefits. The new and improved H5 includes interchangeable 
reflectors, helping you to achieve the desired look. A silver reflector is supplied as 
standard with a choice of white, gold, chrome and black available separately and 
easily secured by magnets. An excellent choice for use in kitchens with its IP65 
rating, this range features Collingwood’s patented moisture seal, ensuring its 
longevity.

Colour switchable
Easily switch between
2700K, 3000K &
4000K

Efficacy
Up to 120lm/W 
providing cost and 
energy savings

Inviting and versatile environments
Residential downlights.

Creating the perfect atmosphere with lighting can transform any space 
from a dull and lifeless area to a warm and inviting environment.  

Colour switchable

3000K 4000K 6500K

Our colour switchable downlights are a great way of having the flexibility to change the colour temperature of your lighting, ensuring the desired effect 
is easily achieved. We have options that enable the colour temperature to be adjusted by a switch under the bezel, or to adjust using a standard wall 
switch or dimmer.

120lm/W
Tiltable option
H5 is tiltable for 
vaulted ceilings

20°
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Market’s first lumen & colour switchable residential downlight

Bezel and H5 Metal reflector options

Insulation coverable Dim to warm

Rolled insulation

H2 Pro | H4 Pro

Blown insulation

H2 range: round H2 range: square H4 range: round H5 range: reflectors

Our relentless focus on quality, reliability and ease of fitting has resulted in 
consistent improvements to our downlights. We ensure that our downlights 
work first time, every time and do not fail across their lifetime. With the H2 
Pro and H4 Pro, we are proud to present our latest innovation; the markets 
first residential downlights that allow both the colour temperature and 
the lumen output to be changed. These patented downlights are all mains 
dimmable, and feature the two part easy-fit push fit connector for ease of 
installation, and have a seven year extended warranty.

Colour switchable
Switch between 2700K,
3000K & 4000K

Lumens switchable
Switch between
650lm & 850lm

Tiltable option
H4 Pro is tiltable 
for vaulted ceilings

IP65
Can be used in 
bathrooms & kitchens

Our bezels have a slimline, flush finish with a twist and lock technology that ensures replacing these is a quick and easy process. Choose from a wide 
selection of round and square bezels in a range of colour options. The H5 reflectors have been innovatively designed so they can be easily replaced at any 
time, and secured in place by magnets. 

Many of our downlights are insulation coverable, suitable for both 
rolled and blown installation.

For a warmer and more comfortable environment, our dim to warm 
products can replicate the atmosphere typically created by a dimmed 
incandescent lamp with all the benefits of a Collingwood LED.

3000K  (100% intensity) 2400K  (50% intensity) 1800K  (25% intensity)

Lm

IP65 20°
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100
Ideal for use indoors and 
where there is no risk of 
water splashing the product.

Ideal for use indoors, in 
bathrooms and other places 
where water might splash 
the product.

IP20 IP44
Ideal for use indoors or 
outdoors, in bathrooms and 
other places where water may 
be sprayed onto the product.

IP65

Easy installation and built to last
Residential downlights.

Built to last with high quality components and innovative 
features, ensuring longevity and easy installation.

Our downlights range offer an IP rated product for every installation.

IP ratings High efficacy
We strive to ensure all of our products 
are as energy efficient as possible.

Many of our downlights have been 
upgraded to efficacy ratings of over 
100lm/W. Not only do they feature 
innovation, performance and premium 
quality, they are also light on energy 
consumption and bills.

Beam angles
Products with a wide beam angle cover a wider area with fewer lights, reducing time and cost spent on fittings. 
Alternatively, products with a narrow beam angle have a great light intensity and are perfect for smaller spaces.

Easy-fit connector
Our patented Easy-fit connector is designed to minimise installation time 
and ensure fitting the product is as easy as possible. The two part push-fit 
connector makes wiring to the mains a less time-consuming process and the 
luminaire can be attached or replaced by anyone quickly and efficiently. 

• Piano key connector for ease of installation
• First-fix compatible (Insulation resistance testing compatible)
• Retro-fit compatible
• Less risk of damaging fittings and ceiling during installation
• No tools required for installation 

(when already attached to product)
• Loop-in loop-out 
• 16A rated

Translucent exterior
Push-fit connector

First-fix connector

Mains loop-in loop-out
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Adjustable fittings
Collingwood’s adjustable range provides a versatility that is perfect for vaulted ceilings, standard ceilings and for highlighting features and artwork on walls.

Emergency pack service
In the event of a power outage, your emergency lighting system 
will illuminate a safe evacuation route from commercial and high 
occupancy buildings such as office spaces, hospitals and hotels.

Collingwood Lighting’s pre-wired emergency pack service option is 
available across a large selection of our downlight range offering a 
flexible solution to compliment any lighting scheme. 

With this service, the wiring has already been completed so you don’t 
have to, providing peace of mind and reducing installation time. 

H2 Pro Extreme
The H2 Pro Extreme is an innovation first for Collingwood, with the unique feature of a completely waterproof seal. This downlight is IP65 rated from both the 
front and back, which means it can be used with complete confidence in a range of outdoor applications including soffits and eaves, external garage facades 
and commercial buildings.

The H2 Pro Extreme is IP65 from 
the front and the back making 
it perfect for soffits and other 
outdoor installations. Where most 
IP65 downlights would fail due to 
moisture getting in through the 
back of the product. Available in 
either matt white or matt black 
finishes.

IP65 front & back

Specialist paint ensures protection 
in coastal areas.

Salt mist protective paint

Rust resistant technology maintains 
the products fit, form and function 
for its entire lifespan.

Corrosion resistant protection

Concealed lighting
Our trimless products are designed to completely conceal the fitting. 
The plate is placed flush to the ceiling and plastered over, concealing 
the plate and offering crisp ceiling lines.
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For your downlights
Cut out size guide.

I-Joist and Metal Web approved.

Use the guide below to determine the recommended cut-out size for each Collingwood downlight.
For retro-fitting varied sizes, view our converter plate range on page 97.

Our downlights have undergone vigorous testing to ensure they are perfect 
for use with I-Joists, metal web and solid timber ceiling types. 

60 - 72mm 64 - 72mm 65- 75mm 69 - 72mm 110 - 115mm

H2 Pro Elect Trimless H2 Lite H2 Pro Extreme H4 Lite H5 500

H5 Trimless H2 Lite 500 H4 Pro H5 1000

H2 Lite 500 CSW H4 Pro Smart

H2 Lite 500 CSP H4 Pro 550

H2 Lite 400 CSP H4 Pro 550 SPS

H2 Pro H4 Pro Elect

H2 Pro Smart H4 Pro 700

H2 Pro 550

H2 Pro 550 SPS

H2 Pro 550 CS

H2 Pro Dusk

H2 Pro Elect

H2 Pro 700

I-Joist and Metal Web approved.

Collingwood were the first company to produce a fit-for-purpose, high performance, 
fire-rated downlight that enabled compliance to Part B of the building regulations. 
In the period since, we have supplied millions of downlights worldwide.

What is a timber I-Joist?

These are purposely engineered to be light and strong, whilst removing the imperfections which can come 
from natural timbers. The name comes from the shape. There is a top and bottom flange element with the web in between.
Their common application is within residential floors, roofs and are becoming increasingly popular with their benefits over solid timber 
joists. Such benefits include the ease of handling due to their light weight, less prone to warping and ease of drilling to install services such 
as pipes and cables.

What is a metal web joist?

A metal web joist is a combination of timber chords and pressed metal webs, which form an open web joist. The open web allows for 
installations of services like pipes and cables to pass through the metal webs without the need for cutting holes within the joist. 
The open web structure means they are lighter to handle than solider timber joists, and allows for greater load bearing areas with the open 
web design, making it simple to install pipes cables etc.

Which ceiling systems are approved for use?

See compatibility table on page 27.

Vigorously tested to ensure fit-for-purpose products
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